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The axiom system ACP of [BEK84a] was extended to cliscrete time in [BAB95]. Here we 
proceed to define the silent step in this theory in branching bisimulation semantics 
[GLW91, BAW90] rather than weak bisimulation semantics [MIL89, BEK85]. We present 
versions based on relative timing and on absolute timing. Both approaches are integrated 
using parametric timing. The time free ACP theory is embedded in the discrete time theory. 
Note: Partial support received from ESPRIT Basic Research Action 7166, CONCUR2. 

1. INTRODUCTION. 

Process algebra in the form of ACP [BEK85, BAW90], CCS [MIL89] or CSP [BRHR84] involves no 

explicit mention of time. Time is present in the interpretation of sequential composition: in p.q (ACP 

notation) the process p should be executed before q. Process algebras can be introduced that support 

standardised features to incorporate a quantative view on time. Time may be represented by means of 

non-negative reals, and actions can be given time stamps. This line is followed in [BAB91] for ACP, in 

[MOT90] for CCS and in [RER88] for CSP. 

A second option is to divide time in slices indexed by natural numbers, to have an implicit or explicit 

time stamping mechanism that determines for each action the time slice in which it occurs and to have a 

time order within each slice only. This line has been followed in ATP [NSVR90], [NIS94], a process 

algebra that adds time slicing to a version of ACP based on action prefixing rather than sequential 

composition. Further, [GRO90] has extended ACP with time slices whereas [MOT89] have added these 

features to CCS. Following [BAB95], we use the phrase discrete time process algebra if an 

enumeration of time slices is used. 

The objective of this paper is to extend the discrete time process algebra of ACP as given in 

[BAB95] with the silent step x. This will allow a notion of abstraction: We base our work on the 

branching bisimulation of [GLW91]. We mention that [KLU93] has extended the real time ACP of 

[BAB91] with silent steps. We present three views on discrete time process algebra with silent step. In 

section 2, we consider discrete time process algebra with abstraction in relative thning, where timing 

refers to the execution of the previous action. In section 3, we have discrete time process algebra with 



abstraction in absolute timing, where all timing refers to an absolute clock. Hei'e again, we only 

consider the two-phase version. In section 4, we have discrete time process algebra with parametric 
timing, where absolute and relative timing are integrated. For parametric timing, we introduce a model 

based on time spectrum sequences. 

An underlying viewpoint of the present paper is that for a given time free atomic action, there may 

be different timed versions. We mention some: fts(a) stands for action a in the first time slice, followed 

by immediate termination, cts(a) is a in the current time slice with immediate termination, ats(a) is a 

in any time slice with immediate termination, atstau(a) = ats(a)-ats(x) is a in any time slice followed 

by silent termination in any subsequent slice. It turns out that for a an atomic action or x, the 

interpretation of a as atstau(a) is the appropriate (homomorphic) embedding of time free process 

algebra into timed process algebra. 

There are many practical uses conceivable for timed process algebras. In particular, we mention the 

TOOLBUS (see [BEK94, 95]). This TOOLBUS contains a program notation called T which is 

syntactically sugared discrete time process algebra. Programs in T are called T-scripts. The runtime 

system is also described in terms of discrete time process algebra. By using randomised symbolic 

execution the TOOLBUS implementation enacts that the axioms of process algebra can be viewed as 

correctness preserving transformations of T-scripts. A comparable part of disrete time process algebra 

that is used to describe T-scripts has also been used for the description of ~SDL, fiat SDL~ a subset of 

SDL that leaves out modularisation and concentrates on timing aspects (see [BEM95]). 

2. DISCRETE TIME PROCESS ALGEBRA WITH RELATIVE TIMING. 

We start out from the relative discrete time process algebra of [BAB95]. First, we consider the theory 

with only nondelayable actions, next we add the delayable or time free actions. 

2.1 BASIC PROCESS ALGEBRA WITHOUT TIME FREE ACTIONS. 

The signature of BPAdrt has constants cls(a) (for a E A), denoting a in the current time slice, and 

cls(6), denoting a deadlock at the end of th e current time slice. The superscript - denotes that time free 

atoms are not part of the signature. Also, we have the immediate deadlock constant 8 introduced in 

[BAB95]. This constant denotes an immediate and catastrophic deadlock. Within a time slice, there is 

no explicit mention of the passage of time, we can see the passage to the next time slice as a clock tick. 

Thus, the cts(a) can be called nondelayable actions: the action must occur before the next clock tick. 

The operators are alternative and sequential composition, and the relative discrete time unit delay Orel 

(the notation cr taken from [HER90]). The process Orel (x) will start x after one clock tick, i.e. in the 

next time slice. In addition, we add the auxiliary operator Vr~ I . This operator disallows an initial time 

step, it gives the part of a process that starts with an action in the current time slice. It was called a time 

out at the end of the current time slice in [BAB92], there, tile notation x >> dt 1 was used for Vrel(X). 

(The greek letter v sounds like "now"; this correspondence is even stronger in Dutch.)~- 

The axiom DRT1 is the time factorization axiom: it says that the passage of time by itself cannot 

determine a choice. The addition of a silent step in strong bisimulation semantics now just amounts to 



the presence of a new constant cts(x), with the same axioms as the cts(a) constants. We write Ax = 

mix } ,  A8 = Au{ } etc. 

The standard process algebra BPAb can be considered as an SRM specification (Subalgebra of 

Reduced Model, in the terminology of [BAB94]) of the present theory: consider the initial algebra of 

BPAd-rt + DCS, reduce the signature by omitting ~, Oreh Vrel, then BPA8 is a complete axiomatisation of 

the reduced model, under the interpretation of a,q5 by cts(a), cts~) (note that x + cts(8) --..X for all 

closed terms X except 5). 

x + y = y + x  AI 

( x + y ) + z = x + ( y + z )  

X + X = X  
( x + ~ ' z = x ' z + y ' z  A4 

(x'y)'z = x-(y.z) 

x + 5 = x  A6ID 

= AVID 

TABLE I. B P A ~  + DCS. 

Orel(X) + Orel(Y) = Orel(X + y) DRTI 

O're I(x)'y = Orel (x'y) DRT2 

Orel(~) = cts(8) DRT3 

cts(a) + cts(~) = cts(a) DRT4 

Vrel(~)) = 5 DCSI 

Vrel(Cts(a)) = cts(a) DCS2 

Vrel(Orel(X)) = cts(8) DCS3 

Vrel(X + y) = Vrel(X) + Vrel(Y) DCS4 

Vre I(x'y) = Vrel(x)'y DCS5 

2.2 STRUCTURED OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS. 

We give a semantics in terms of operational rules. We have the following relations on the set of closed 

process expressions P: 

action step _ P x Az x P, notation p a_, p, 

action termination _ S x AT, notation p a_. 

time step __C P x P, notation p ~ p' 
immediate deadlock _ P, notation ID(p) 

(denotes action execution) 

(execution of a terminating action). 

(denotes passage to the next time slice) 

(immediate deadlock, holds only for process 

expressions equal to ~). 

We enforce the time factorization axiom DRT1 by phrasing the rules so that each process expression 

has at most one o-step: in a transition system, each node has at most one outgoing o-edge. This 

operational semantics uses predicates and negative premises. Still, using terminology and results of 

[VER94], the rules satisfy the panth format, and determine a unique transition relation on closed process 

expressions. Strong bisimulation is defined as usual, so a binary relation R on P is a strong 

bisbnulation iff the following conditions hold: 

i. if R(p,q) and p.~_.p' (u E Axo), then there is q' such that q u.% q, and R(p',q') 

ii. if R(p,q) and q u q, (u E Axo), then there is p' such that p ~ p' and R(p',q') 

iii. if R(p,q) then p a_~ x/iff q a_. V' (a E Ax) and ID(p) iff ID(q). 

Two terms p,q are strong bisbnulation equivalent, p ~___ q, if there exists a strong bisimulation relating 

them. From [BAB95] we know that the axiomatisation in table 1 is sound and complete for the model of 

closed process expressions modulo strong bisimulation. 



cts(a) a_, , /  ID(~)) -ID(x) 

Orel(X) o__., x 

a 
X -"~ X' 

x'y a'-' x"y 

xa~ ~/ 
a 

x'y -- 'y  

XO.--~ X I 

x'y ~ x'-y 

JD(x) 
ID(x'y) 

x a-+ x' 

x+y a--+ x',y+x a ~ x' 

xa--, ,/ 

x+ya--, d,y+x a ~ /  

ID(x),ID(y) 

ID(x+y) 

x~ x',y ~ ~ y' 

x+y ~ ~x '+y '  

x~ x,,y ~ /-, 

x+y ~ x',y+x ~ -* X' 

xa--=. X ~ 

Vrel(X ) a., X' 

xa..., ~I ID(x) 

Vrel(X) a r ID(vrel(X)) 

TABLE 2. Operational rules for BPA~ + DCS (a E Ax). 

2.3 BRANCHING BISIMULATION. 

Now, we want to define a notion of bisimulation that takes into account the special status of the silent 

step. We start from the definition of branching bisimulation in the time free case, and adapt this to our 

timed setting. An immediate deadlock term can only be related to another immediate deadlock term. As a 

consequence, we can have no term that is related to 7". This is different from the'usual definition of 

branching bisimulation of [GLW91, BAW90]. In order to emphasise this fact, we call the relations to be 

defined branching tail bisimulations. A useful notation is to write p ~ q if it is possible to reach q from 

p by executing a number of'c-steps (0 or more). 

A binary relation R on P is a branchflTg tail bishnulation if: 

i. if R(p,q) and p ~ p' (u E A-to) then either: 

a. u = x and R(p',q), or 

b. there are q*,q' ~ P such that q ~ q" u, q, and R(p,q*), R(p',q'). 

ii. if R(p,q) and q ~ q' (u E A-to), then either: 

a. u = x and R(p,q'), or 

'b. there are p*,p' ~E P such that p ~ p* ~ p' and R(p',q), R(p',q'). 

iii. if R(p,q) and p ~ ~f (a E A-t) then there is q' E P such that q ~ q' ~ ~f and R(p,q'). 

iv. if R(p,q) and q a V' (a E At) then there is p' ~ P such that p ~ p' a_, ~/and R(p',q). 

v. if R(p,q) then ID(p) iff ID(q). 

Two terms p,q are branching tail bisimulation equivalent, p ~___bt q, if there is a branching tail 

bisimulation relating p and q. 

If R is a branching tail bisimulation, then we say that the related pair p,q satisfies the root condition if: 

vi. if p u_+ p, (u EE Axo), then there is q' such that q ~ q' and R(p',q') 



vii. if  q u__. q, (u E Axo), then there is p '  such that p u_., p, and R(p ' ,q ]  

viii. p ~ V" (a  E At)  iff q a ~/. 

Two terms p ,q  are rooted branching tail bishnulation equivalent, g ~___rlot h, if there is a branching 

bisimulation R relating p and q, such that the pair p,q satisfies the root condition, and all related pairs 

that can be reached from p and q by only performing o-steps also satisfy the root condition. 

Thus ghe root condit ion amounts to the condition that the bisimulation is strong as long as no action is 

executed. 

We can prove that rooted branching tail bisimulation is a congruence relation, and thus we obtain the 

algebra Pl~__rb t o f  c losed process expressions modulo rooted branching tail bisimulation.  We can 

establish that the algebra P/___~rbt satisfies all laws of BPAd'n. 

Note that if we take the reduced model obtained by omitting the immediate deadlock constant, then 

we can define a notion of branching bisimulation without the tail condition, where a term can be related 

to ~/. Using the embedding of  discrete time process algebra into real time process algebra given in 

[BAB92,  95] we find that our notion of  silent step in time is in line with the notion of  branching 

bisimulation in time of [KLU93] (albeit that he has no tail condition). 

2.4 AXIOMATISATION FOR SILENT STEP. 

Now we want to formulate algebraic laws for the silent step, that hold in the algebra P/.Orb t. We cannot 

just  t ranspose  the wel l -known laws, because of  the special status of  o-s teps .  An example:  

ets(a).(ets(x)-(orel(ets(b))  + Orel(ClS(C))) + Orel(ets(b))) is not rooted branching tail bisimilation 

equivalent to ets(a)'(Orel(Cts(b)) + Orel(CtS(C))), as in the first term, the choice for b can be made by 

the execution of the o-step, and in the second term, the choice must be made after the o-step (it is equal 

to cts(a) 'Orel(Cls(b) + cls(c))).  In order to ensure that we do not split terms that both have an initial o- 

step, we use the time out operator Vre I . 

In table 3, DRTB 1 and DRTB2 are variants of the branching law B2 (x-(x'(y + z) + y) = x '(y + z)). 

In DRTB t,  we have the case where y does not have an initial time step, in DRTB2 this is the case for z. 

We add cts(6) to ensure that the expression following ors(x) does not equal ~. A simple instance is the 

identity x.ets(x).ets(x) = x.ets(x). However, we do not have the law x-ets(x) = x (the counterpart of the 

branching law B 1), as ets(a) 'e ts(x) .~ must be distinguished from ets(a) .~ (this can be appreciated in a 

setting with parallel composition: the first tern1 allows execution of actions in the current time slice from 

a parallel component after the execution of a,  the second tenn does not). 

The law DRTB3 allows to omit a x-step following one or more time steps. A simple instance is 

cts(a) 'o re l (c ts (x) 'c ts (b) )  = c ls(a) 'ore l (Cls(b)) .  

X'(CtS(x)'(Vrel(Y) + z + cts(b)) + Vrel(Y)) = x'(vrel(Y) + Z + cts(8)) DRTB1 

x'(cts(x).(y + Vrel(Z ) + cts(~)) + y) = x'(y + Vrel(Z) + cts(~)) DRTB2 

c t s (a ) .x  = c t s (a ) .y  = cts(a)'(Orel(X) + Vrel(Z)) = cts(a)'(OreKY) + Vrel(Z)) DRTB3 

TABLE 3. BPAdaX = BPAdrt + DCS + DRTB 1-3 (a  ~ A-t). 



2.5 PROPOSITION: The model P/._~rbt satisfies the axioms DRTB 1-3. We leave it as-an open problem, 

whether the axiomatisation of B P A ~ :  is complete for the model P/'-'rbt. 

Using the interpretation of a,8,'r by cts(a), cts(~), cts(-r), we do not obtain the time free theory BPAb "r 

of [GLW91, BAW90] as an SRM specification of BPA~'r.  If we reduce the initial algebra by omitting 

and the Orel and Vrel operators, then the first branching law x'x = x will not hold, but instead x-x-y = 

x-y. We can nevertheless obtain BPA8 x as an SRM specifications, if we use a different interpretation of 

the constants: define ctstau(a) = cts(a).cts(T) (a E At), then BPA~ �9 becomes an SRM specification of 

BPA~x with the interpretation of a,x,8 as ctstau(a), ctstau(z), ets(8). 

2.6 PROPOSITION. The following laws are derivable from BPA~x: 

1. c ts tau(a) .c ts tau(x)  = c ts tau(a)  

2.  x-(clstau(x)-(Vrel(Y) + z + cts(8)) + Vrel(Y)) = x'(vrel(Y) + z + cts(8)) 

3. x . (c ts tau(x) . (y  + Vrel(Z) + cts(8)) + y) = x ' (y  + Vrel(Z) + cls(8)) 

PROOF: 1 is straightforward; for 2, we calculate: 

x-(etstau(x)'(Vrel(y) + z + cts(6)) + Vrel(y)) = x-(cts('~)'(cts(x)-(Vre~(y) + z + cts(6)) + Cts(8)) + 

+ Vrel(Y)) = x'(cts(x)'(Vrel(Y) + z + cts(8)) + Vrel(Y)) = x'(y + Vrel(Z ) + cts(8)). 3 goes similarly. 

As a consequence,'if we take the SRM obtained by omitting the cts(a) constants for a E A.=, then we 

can prove x.ctstau(x) = x for all closed terms. Thus, we have embedded the time free theory into the 

relative discrete time theory. 

2.7 DELAYABLE ACTIONS. 

However, this is not the embedding of the time free theory into the discrete time theory that we want: it 

reduces the whole world to one time slice. Rather, we want to interpret the time free actions as actions 

that can occur in any time slice. Following [BAB95], we extend BPAd-a to BPAdrt by introducing 

constants ats(a) (for a E Azs). ats(a) executes a in an arbitrary time slice, followed by immediate 

termination. We define these constants using the operator [_jto, the unbounded start delay operator of 

[NIS94]: LxJ r176 can start the execution of x in the current time slice, or delay unchanged to the next time 

slice. The defining axiom for this operator takes the form of a recursive equation. In order to prove 

identities for the unbounded start delay operator, we need a restricted form of the Recursive 

Specification Principle RSP of [BEK86]. We call this RSP(USD). We give operational rules for the 

new operator in table 5. Following [BAB95] we can prove that BPAdrt is a complete axiomatisation of 

the model of closed process expressions modulo strong bisimulation equivalence. We can also prove 

that the model P/*"rbt satisfies the axioms of BPAdrt. 

tX] ~ = Vrel(X) + arel(LXJ ~~ USD 

ats(a) = LCtS(a)F ATS 

y = Vrel(X) + O'rel(Y) ~ Y = Ix ]  ~~ RSP(USD) 

TABLE 4. BPAdrt = BPAdn + USD, ATS (a @ Axe). 



xa--~ X I xa..4 .~ 

LxJ ~ ~ x' txJ~ ~ r LxJ'~ ~ Lxj '~ 

TABLE 5. Operational rules for unbounded start delay (a E At). 

2.8 PROPOSITION. The following identities are derivable from BPAdrt + RSP(USD): 

1. [$j0, = ats(8) 5. ats(a) = cts(a) + Orel(ats(a)) (ADRT) 

2. Ix  + yj~, = txj,  + Lyj ,o 6. ats(a) + ats(8) = ats(a) (A6A) 

3. [x-yj o, = l.xjco.y 7. ats(8).x = ats(8) (A7) 

4. [Orel (x)J t~ = ats(8). 

2.9 AXIOMATISATION FOR SILENT STEP. 

We have one additional axiom for the constant ats('~), DTB4. 

x.(ats(x).Ly + zj(o + [yj(o) = x.Ly + zj,o 
TABLE 6. BPAdrfr = BPAdrt + DTB4. 

DTB4 

2.10 PROPOSITION: The model P/_..~_rbt satisfies the axioms of BPAdrtl:. Again, completeness is an 

open problem. 

Again, we cannot obtain the time free theory BPA8 x as an SRM specification, interpreting a by ats(a), 

since ats(a)-ats(x) is not branching tail bisimilar to ats(a): the first term can still perform time steps 

after executing the action. Note that the second branching law is valid, as the unbounded start delay is 

the identity on all time free processes. In order to achieve an SRM specification, nonetheless, we will 

define a different interpretation of time free atoms in our timed setting. We define constants atstau(a)  

as follows (a E At): atstau(a) = ats(a).ats(~). 

Interpreting a,z,8 by atstau(a), atstau(-~), ats(~), we do obtain BPA~ x as an SRM specification. 

2.11 PROPOSITION. The following laws are derivable from BPAdrt'r: 

1. atstau(a)-atstau(x) = atstau(a) 

2. x.(atstau(x)-[y + z j  c~ + Lyj  o~) = x .Ly + zj(o _ 
PROOF: as before. 

2. t 2 ADDITIONAL OPERATOR. 

We explore the theory BPAdrt~ a bit further by adding an extra operator: ~rel is the counterpart of the 

operator Vrel, it gives the part of the process that starts with an initial time step. ~rel was called 

initialisation in the following time slice in [BAB92], Vrel (X) was notated 1 >> dt x. The axiom DRTSA, 

the Discrete Relative Time Slice Axiom, allows to split each term into two components. Both models 

P/._~.~, P/____~rbt satisfy the axioms DRTSA, DNS 1-4, if we add the operational rules in table 8. 



X = Vrel(X) + Vrel(X) DRTSA 

Vrel((~) = (~ DNS1 Vrel(X + y) = ;reKX) + Vrel(Y) 
~rel(cts(a)) = CtS(iS) DNS2 Vrel(x'y) = ~rel(x)'y 

TABLE 7. Axioms for the additional operator (a (E AT). 

DNS3 

DNS4 

x~--* x' iD(x) 

~rel(X) ~'  X' )D(Vrel(X)) 
TABLE 8. Operational rules for the additional operator (a E Ax). 

2.13 PARALLEL COMPOSITION. 

The extension of the theory BPAdrt% with parallel composition, with or without communication, can be 

done along the lines of [BAB95]. The additional syntax has binary operators II (merge), 11 (left merge), 

I (communication merge), unary operators OH (encapsulation operator, for H C A),Xl (abstraction 

operator, for I _C A). We present axioms for ACPdrt% in table 9, operational rules in table 10. We 

assume given a partial commutative associative communication function ,/: A x A ---) A. 

cts(a) I cts(b) = cts(c) if y(a,b)=c 
cts(a) I cts(b) = cts(6) otherwise 

x II Y = x l L y + y l L x + x  I y 

~lLx=8 

( x + y )  II z = x l L z + y l l  z 

cts(a) II (x + cts(5)) = cts(a)-(x + cts(6)) 

cts(a).x II (y + cts(~i)) = cts(a).(x II (y + cts(ti))) 
Orel(X) II (Orel(Y) + Vrel(Z)) = Oret(xtL y) 

I CMIDI 

x I CMID2 

(x+y)  I z = x l z + y l z  CM8 

x l ( y + z ) = x l y + x l z  CM9 

Crrel(X ) I Orrel(Y ) = O'rel(Xly) DRT8 

DRTCFI 

DRTCF2 

CMI 

LMIDI 

LMID2 

CM4 

DRTCM2 

DRTCM3 

DRT5 

cts(a).x I c ts (b)  = c t s ( a  I b)-x 

cts (a)  I c t s (b) .x  = c t s (a  I b) .x  
cts(a).x I c t s (b) .y  = c t s (a  I b)-(x II y) 

Vrel (X) I Orel(Y) = cts(6) 
Orel(X) I Vrel(Y) = cts(~) 

DRTCM5 

DRTCM6 

DRTCM7 

DRT6 

DRT7 

aH(X + y) = ~gH(X) + all(y) 

aH(X'y) = aH(X)'aH(y) 
�9 = 

�9 ](x + y) = ~](x) + TI(y) 

"q(x.y) = xl(X)'xl(y) 

DID dH(cts(a)) = cts(a) if a E H 

D3 aH(cts(a)) = cts(8) if a E H 

D4 aH(Orel(X)) = Orel(aH(X)) 
TIID xI(cts(a)) = cts(a) i f  a E I 
T13 -q(cts(a)) = cts(8) i f  a E I 

r14 1;l(Orel(X)) = Orel(l:l(X)) 
TABLE 9. Additional axioms for ACPdrt'c (a ~ A~x). 

DRTD1 

DRTD2 

DRT9 

DR'IH'I1 

DRTYI2 

DRT10 



x a x', --, ID(y) 

x l ly  ~ x'tly, y l lx  ~ yllx', xlLy a x ' l ly  

x ~ ~/, -, ID(y) 

x l ly  a_, Y, y l lx  ~ y, x l l y  ~ y 

x ~ x,, y ~ y , 

x l ly  o x' l ly', x l l y  0_% x'll y', x l y  o x ' l y '  

ID(x) 

ID(xl ly), ID(yl lx), ID(xll y), ID(yl lx),  ID(x ly ) ,  ID(y lx )  

X a ~  x',y b ~y ' ,a  I b=c 

xllyC x, l ly,,xl yC -*x ' l ly '  

X a''* x',y b ~ V , a  I b=c 

x l l yC~x ' ,x l  yC _,x, ,y t lx  c _+x, ,y tx  c ~ x '  

x a ~  ~/,yb --*r b=c 

xl lyC~'V,x I y c -~V 

xa~x ' , a~H x ~ x' x a ~  ~/,a~H 

0H(X)a--* 0H(X ' ) 0H(X)~ 0H(X 1 ) 0H(X)a-+ 

ID(x) 
ID(0H(X)). 

xa--+ x,,a~I xa--, x,,aEi xa~r 

l:i(x)a-*'q(x9 Xl(X)'s ') "q(X) a--+ "V 

x a - . / , a ~ I  

"~i(xf-' V 

X 0--.-~ X I 

o" ! �9 i(x) --'~i(x) 

ID(x) 
ID(xi(x)) 

TABLE 10. Additional operational rules for ACPdrt'C. 

2.14 PROPOSITION. We derive the following identities for time free atoms in ACPdrtl: + RSPCUSD): 

1. ats(a) IL I_xJ ~176 = ats(a).[xJ r (CM2) 
2. ats(a)-x IL [yj,o = ats(a).(x II [yj,0) (CM3) 
3. ats(a)'x I a ts(b)=ats(a lb) .x  (CM5) 
4. ats(a) I ats(b).x=ats(al  b).x (CM6) 
5. ats(a)'x I ats(b).y=ats(a I b).(x II y) (CM7) 

6. 0H(ats(a)) = ats(a) if a E H (D1) 
7. aH(ats(a)) = ats(8) i f  a E5 H (s 

8. xi(ats(a)) = ats(a) if a ~t I (TII) 

9. -q(ats(a)) = ats(x) if a E I (TI2) 

The following identity, useful in verifications, can be proved for all closed terms x,y: 

10. cts(a).(cts(x).(x + cts(6)) II y) = cts(a)-((x + cts(5)) II y). 
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3. DISCRETE TIME PROCESS ALGEBRA WITH ABSOLUTE TIMING. 

We present a version of the theory in section 2 using absolute timing, where all timing is related to a 

global clock. 

3.1 BASIC PROCESS ALGEBRA. 

We start with constants its(a), denoting a in the first time slice (a ~ Ata), followed by immediate 

termination. Besides, we have operators %- as before. In addition, we have the absolute discrete time 

unit delay Oabs. Axiom DAT4 uses the absolute value operator. This operator turns out to be the 

identity for all processes using absolute timing only: it initialises a process in the first time slice (the 

numbering of the axioms is taken from [BAB95]). Note that in the term Oabs (its(a))-its(8), after 

execution of the a in slice 2, an immediate deadlock will occur. This term is different from 

Oabs(itS(a)-ffS(~)), where after the execution of a in slice 2, further activity in this slice can take place 

(of a parallel process). We conclude that in the absolute time theory, the immediate deadlock constant 

is necessary. The axiomatisation of BPA~at + DFS adds the axioms of table 11 to the axioms AI-5, 

A6ID, A7ID (see the left hand side of table l). 

Oabs (~) = Its(a) DATI 

its(a) + its(a) = fts(a) DAT2 

Crabs(X) + Oabs(Y) = Oabs(X + Y) DAT3 

Oabs (X)'~ = Oabs (x~) DAT4 

Crabs(X)'(fts(a) + y) = Oabs(X)'y DAT5 

Oabs(X)'(fts(a)'y + Z) = Oabs(X)'Z DAT6 

Oabs(X).Oabs(Y ) = Oabs(X-lyl) DAT7 

Vabs(~)) = ~) DFSI 

Vabs (its(a)) = Its(a) DFS2 

Vabs(Oabs(X)) = its(8) DFS3 

TABLE 11. BPAdat + DFS (a E AS~). 

161 =~) AVI 

Ix + yl = Ixl + lyl AV3 

Ix-yl = IXI'y AV4 

Ifts(a)l = fts(a) AV8 

IOabs(X)l = Oabs(Ixl) AV9 

IVabs(X)l = Vabs(Ixl ) AV10 

Vabs (x'y) = Vabs (x)'y DFS4 

Vabs(X + Y) = Vabs(X) + Vabs(Y) DFS5 

3.2 STRUCTURED OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS. 

The operational rules are more complicated in this case, as we have to keep track of which time slice we 

are in, we have to keep track of the global clock. (x,n) denotes x in the (n+l)s t  time slice. We have: 

�9 i f (x ,n )a -*<x ' ,n ' ) , t henx=x  ', n ' = n + l  

�9 if (x,n) a_., (x',n') or (x,n) a_., (x/,n,), then n' = n. 

The operational rules for the absolute value operator are trivial. 
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(ffs(a), 0) a (d, 0) I D((~,n)) I D((fts(a),n+l)) 

-,ID((x,0)) 
(Oabs (x),0) ~ (Oabs (X),I) 

ID((x,n)) (x,n) ~ (x,n+ 1 ) 

I D((Oabs (x),n+l)) a (aabs(X),n+l) ~(aabs (x),n+2) 

(x, n) a--* (x', n) (x, n) a--* (~/, n) 
a 

(aabs(X),n+l) "*(aabs (x'),n+l) (aabs(x),n+l) a (v ' ,n+ l )  

(X, n) a--* (x', n) (x, n) a-* (~/, n) 
(x+y,n)a-* (x ' ,n),(y+x,n) a ---* (x',n) (x+y,n)a--* (~/,n), (y+x, n) a ~ (v',n) 

c (x,n) - -*(x ,n+l )  

(x+y,n)~ ~ ~ (y+x ,n+ l )  

ID((x,n)),lD((y,n)) 
ID((x+y,n)) 

(x,n)a_~ (x,,n) (x,n)~ (x,n)a-~(v~,n) ID((x,n)) 

(x.y,n)a--, (x,.y,n) (x.y,n)~ (x.y,n)a-, (y,n) ID((x-y,n)) 

(x,O) a--* (x',O) (x,O) a--* (~/,0) ID((x,O)) 
(Vabs(X),O) a--*(x',O) (Vabs(X),O) ~ (~/,0) tO((Vabs(X),O)) 

TABLE 12. Operational semantics of BPAdat + DFS (a E Ax). 

I D((Vabs(x),n+l)) 

3.3 BISIMULATION. 

We also have to adapt the definition of bisimulation. A strong bisimulation is a binary relation R on P x 

N such that (u ~ Axa): 

i. whenever R((s, n), (s', n')) then n = n' and ID((s, n)) iff ID((s', n')). 

ii. whenever R((s, n), (t, n)) and ~s,n) u_. (s ' ,n~, then there is a term t' such that (t,n) u (r,n') and 

R((s', n'), (t', n')) 
iii. whenever R((s, n), (t, n)) and (t,n) u_, (t',n'), then there is a term S' such that (s,n) u__, (s ' ,n') 

and R((s', n'), (t', n')) 
iv. whenever R((s, n), (t, n)), then (s,n) a (V,n) iff (t,n) a_, (d,n) (a E Ax). 

We say process expressions X and y are strong bisimulation equivalent, denoted X "--- y, if there 

exists a strong bisimulation with R((x,0), (y,0)). From [BAB95] we know that the axiomatisation in 

table 9 is complete for the model of closed process expressions modulo strong bisimulation. 

A branching tail bisbnulation is a binary relation R on P x bl such that: 

i. whenever R((s, n), (s', n')) then n = n' and ID((s, n)) iff ID((s', n')). 

ii. whenever R((s, n), (t, n)) and (s,n) u (s ' ,n') (u E Axa), then either: 

a. u - x and R((s' ,  n), (t, n)), or 
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b. there are t*,t' E P such that (t,n) = (t*,n) u_., (t',n') and R((s, n), (t*, n)), R((s', n'), (t', n')) 
iii. whenever R((S, n), (I, n)) and (l,n) ~ (t',n') (u ~ Ato), then either: 

a. u = x and R((s, n), (t', n)), or 

b. there are s*,s' ~ P such that (s,n) ==. (s' ,n) ~ (s',n') and R((S', n), (t, n)), R((s', n'), (t', n')) 

iv. if R((s, n), (t, n)) and (s,n) ~ (q,n) (a E At) then there is l' E P such that (t,n) ~ (t',n) ~ (q,n) 
and R((S, n), (t', n)). 

v. if R((S, n), (t, n)) and (t,n) a_., (q,n) (a E A~) then there is s' E P such that (s,n) ~ (s',n) a__, 

(q,n) and R((s', n), (t, n)). 

We say process expressions X and y are branching tail bisimilation equivalent, denoted X .~_~bt Y, if 

there exists a branching tail bisimulation with R((x,0), (y,0)). Process expressions x and y are rooted 

branching tail bishnilation equivalent, denoted x ____~rbt Y, if there exists a branching tail bisimulation 

with R((x,0),(y,0)), that is strong for all pairs that can be reached from (x,0),(y,0) by just performing 

time steps. 

3.4 AXIOMATISATION FOR SILENT STEP. 

Axioms for the silent step are comparable to the ones for relative time. The model of closed process 

expressions modulo rooted branching tail bisimulation satisfies the following axioms. Again, we can 

find the time free theory BPA( c as an SRM specification by defining the constants ftstau(a) = 
f t s (a )  4 ts (x ) .  

fts(a)'(fts(x)-(Vabs(X) + y + fts(6)) + Vabs(X)) = fts(a)'(Vabs(X) + y + fts(8)) DATBI  
fts(a).(fts(x).(x + Vabs(Y) + fts(8)) + x) = fts(a).(x + Vabs(Y) + fts(8)) DATB2 

fts(a)-x = fts(a).y ~ fts(a)'(Oabs(X) + Vabs(Z)) = fts(a)'(Oabs(Y) + Vabs(Z)) DATB3 
TABLE 13. Axioms for BPA~'ffc. 

3.5 DELAYABLE ACTIONS. 

The extension with delayable actions is not so smooth as in the relative time case. We can define a 

re.cursive equation for the unbounded start delay operator, but it uses the operator Ix that we will only 

define in section 4. Instead, we define the unbounded start delay operator by structural induction. Also, 

time free atoms cannot simply be defined using the unbounded start delay operator. Instead, we will 

define them by a recursive equation. The theory BPAdat adds the axioms in table 14 to BPAdat + DFS. 

Operational rules are presented in table 15. 

[gjo, = ats(8) USDI 

[fls(a)j = = fts(a) + ats(6) USD2 

LOabs(X)J ~o =Oabs(LXJ ~) USD3 
[x + y jr0 = Lxjt0 + Lyjo USD4 

l x - y j  ,,' = l xJ ,o .y  USD5 

TABLE 14. Axioms for BPAdat. 

ats(a) = fts(a) + Oabs(ats(a)) ADAT 
lats(a)l = ats(a) AV2 

Vabs([XJ ~~ = rubs(X) DFS6 

I txJ,ol = LxJ '-,, AVII 
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(ats(a), n) ~ (d, n) (ats(a), n) 0.% (ats(a), n+ l )  (ats(6), n) % (ats(~), n+ l )  

(x,n)a--~ (x',n) .... .(..x,n)a-* <V', n) 
(txJ o', n) ~ (LXJO,, n+l )  

(LxJt~ a-*(x',n) q x j % n )  ~ (~/,n) 
TABLE 15. Operational rules for time free theory (a ~ Ax). 

3.6 AXIOMATISATION FOR SILENT STEP. 

The axiomatisation for silent step has the same rule, DTB4, as in the relative time case. Again, we can 

find BPA6 "t as an SRM specification by using the interpretation of a as atstau(a).  

The extension with parallel composition can be found along the same lines as for the relative time case 

(see [BAB95]). 

4.  PARAMETRIC TIME. 

In this section we integrate the absolute time and the relative time approach. All axioms presented in the 

previous sections are still valid for all parametric time processes. We obtain a finite axiomatization, that 

allows an elimination theorem. As a consequence, we can expand expressions like cts(a) II fts(b), 

cts(a) II (fts(b) + ats(6)). 
In [BAB95], we introduced the operators O, the (relative) time spectrum combinator, and IX, the 

spectrum tail operator. The absolute value operator introduced in 3.1 can also be called the spectrum 

head operator. P O Q is a process that when initialised in the first time slice behaves as IPI; when 

�9 initialised in slice n+l  its behaviour is determined by Q as follows: initialise in slice n thereafter apply 

crabs. Ix(X) computes a process such that X = IXI O Ix(X). For a parametric discrete time process we 

have the time spectrum sequence IXI, IIx(X)I, 11~2(X)l ..... For each infinite sequence (Pn)n E N one may 

imagine a process P with IIxn(p)I = Pn though not all such P can be finitely expressed. 

4.1 BASIC PROCESS ALGEBRA. 

Icts(a)l = fts(a) AVIO 
IOrel(X)l = Crabs(lix(X)l) AV l l  
IVrel(X)l = Vabs(IXI) AVI2 

Crabs(X ) = Oabs(IXl) AVt3 

Vab s (X) = Vab s (IXl) AV 14 

IXOYI  =IXl SCI 
IX(XO Y) = Y SC2 
X = IXl 0 ix(X) SC3 

[xJ '~ = Vabs(X) + Oabs(Lix(x)J (~ USDA 

IX(~) = i~ ST1 

Ix(cts(a)) = cts(a) ST2 

la(X + Y) = Ix(X) + Ix(Y) ST3 

I~(X "Y) = B(X)'~.(Y) ST4 

p(Orel(X) = Orel (IX(X)) ST5 

Ix(Vrel(X)) = Vrel(.(x)) ST6 

Ix(fts(a)) = ~ ST7 

p(Oabs(X)) = IXI ST8 

t~(Vabs(X)) = ~ ST9 

~(txJ `o) = tp(x)j (o ST10 
TABLE 17. BPAdpt = BPAdrt + BPAdat + AV10-14, STI-10, SC1-3, USDA. 
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Note that the three axioms DAT5-7 can be replaced by Oabs(X)'Y = Cabs(X'lx(Y)). We can define: 

~ x is an absolute time process iff BPAdpt t- x= lx l  

�9 x is a relative time process iffBPAdpt I-- X=l.t(x). 

4'.2 BASle FORM. 

We claim that each BPAdpt process expression can be written in the form 

P10 P20... PnOQ 
(we omit brackets, using the convention that O associates to the right), such that each Pi is a BPAdat- 

term and Q is a BPAdrt-term. 

The way we achieve this is by writing 

X = IXI O IF.(X)I O ... Ilxn(x)l O IX n+l (X). 

Now one can reduce each Ilxn(X)l to a BPAdat-teml and if n is sufficiently large, wecan write i.t n+l (X)) 

without any Oabs or fts(a) using STI-7, so will be in the relative time signature. 

We call (IXI,II.t(X)I, IIx2(X)l .... ) the time spectrum expansion sequence (TSS) of X. 

Note that we obtain the following spectrum expansion for the Vrel operator: 

Vrel(X) = Vabs(Ixl) 0 Vrel(~(x)). 
For further details, we refer to [BAB95]. 
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